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Reader-Friendly Solution for Combatting eBook Piracy
Launched
Erudition Digital launches new solution using Bitcoin and the blockchain to fight eBook piracy
London, United Kingdom | Erudition Digital, in partnership with Custos Media Technologies, has
launched the first direct-sales eBook site featuring their new anti-piracy solution, Custos for
eBooks at www.practisingthepiano.com. The solution leverages Bitcoin and the blockchain to
provide monitoring and infringement detection which serves as a deterrent to piracy without
restricting legitimate use of purchased eBooks and impacting honest customers in any way.
Tackling eBook piracy is a major challenge for publishers, but traditional approaches to protecting
content, such as “hard DRM”, have a number of drawbacks for both publishers and their readers.
Besides being easily broken and therefore ineffective in many instances, “hard DRM” restricts
legitimate use, thus inconveniencing and punishing honest customers. It also limits the options
publishers have for selling and distributing their eBooks, making them reliant on a few dominant
retailers and thereby reducing competition and customer choice.
Custos for eBooks differs from traditional “hard DRM” in that it embeds imperceptible Bitcoin
bounties in widely used, open file formats, rather than requiring the use of proprietary formats and
viewing applications. These bounties can be claimed instantly from anywhere in the world by a
network of “bounty hunters” using a free extraction tool. This gives publishers an alternative means
of combatting piracy while avoiding the downsides associated with current, widely-used DRM
measures.
“By using Bitcoin bounties, anyone can be a bounty hunter. This not only means that we can detect
piracy faster, and deeper in the dark web, but it also sows distrust within tight-knit piracy
communities, effectively turning pirates on each other”, says Fred Lutz, COO of Custos. It also
serves as a valuable complement to “soft DRM” approaches such as social DRM by providing a
more robust means of monitoring and detecting infringement.
“Because we protect eBooks using open formats, readers can access them in any compatible
viewing application without restrictions”, says Ryan Morison, Director at Erudition Digital. “This will
enable publishers to deliver a more user-friendly experience to eBook readers without being
exposed the potential risks of dropping hard DRM.”
With the first commercial application of the solution now launched, Erudition will be conducting a
series of pilots to demonstrate the efficacy of the monitoring and detection service. The solution is
now available to publishers for applications such as distribution of galley copies, bulk distribution
and direct-to-consumer sales. Erudition is also engaging with eBook distributors and other
publishing technology providers interested in integrating Custos for eBooks as a value-add to their
existing offerings.
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Ryan Morison
Director – Erudition Digital Ltd
Email: ryan@eruditiondigital.co.uk | Mobile: +44 77 685 29826 | Twitter: @eastofepub
Erudition Digital (www.eruditiondigital.co.uk)
Founded in London in 2013, Erudition Digital develops digital publishing solutions which enable
publishers to create, sell and distribute purpose-built digital content directly to their customers.
These solutions include a direct sales platform which won an Innovate UK challenge and a unique
single-source, multiple output content management system.
Erudition is also pioneering digital first publishing and direct-to-consumer sales with its own imprints,
www.eruditions.co.uk and www.informance.biz.
Custos Media Technologies (http://custostech.com/)
Custos develops cutting edge digital content technologies that allows content owners to distribute,
manage, and protect sensitive media. The innovative core technology gives a new level of protection
to the owners of any project – whether a large book publisher, or a small indie film producer, or
anything in between – anywhere sensitive digital media moves, Custos can protect it.
For more information, please contact Fred Lutz at fred@custostech.com.
Additional information


Press kit and additional resources (including FAQ, screenshots and images):
http://www.eruditiondigital.co.uk/custos-ebooks-press-kit/



Product information page: www.eruditiondigital.co.uk/what-we-do/custos-for-ebooks.php



Examples
o

Informance direct sales catalogue: https://dfp.informance.biz/ebooks/products

o

Practising the Piano series website: www.practisingthepiano.com
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